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Stimulated emission of phonons in a ruby fiber
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Avalanches of resonant phonons generated by stimulated emission within the optically excitedĒ(2E)
doublet are observed in a 400-mm thick fiber of single-crystalline ruby. In comparison with bulk ruby, the
avalanches develop fully in a shorter time because the phonons are confined to the active medium by reflection
from the fiber boundaries. Position-independent rate equations adequately describe the dynamics.
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Recent experiments on phonon avalanches in optic
pumped ruby1 have shown that the geometry of the crys
and the active zone plays a crucial role in the developmen
the avalanche. A bulk single crystal with parallel end fac
was found to act as a phonon cavity, so that the phon
produced by the avalanche repetitively pass through the
tive zone and the avalanche is amplified further upon e
passage. In the present study, we investigate the phonon
lanche in the restrictive geometry of a thin fiber, which
distinct from a bulk crystal in that the phonons reflecti
from the outer wall return to the active zone from many mo
directions and without significant delay. The magnetic-fie
split E(2E) doublet of Cr31 again serves as active medium
its upper levelE1 being populated over the larger part of th
fiber by selective optical excitation. Stimulated emission
phonons then results from resonant one-phonon proce
induced by the spin-lattice interaction to the lowerE(2E)
level E2 . As in Ref. 1, the growth of the phonon avalanc
is observed via the luminescence emanating fromE2 . The
results differ in two respects from avalanches in bulk ru
First, the avalanches develop in much shorter times, a
second, no repetitive amplification is observed.

The single-crystalline ruby fiber was grown in Athen
Georgia, by the use of the laser-heated pedestal method.2 The
starting material had a 1000 at. ppm Cr31 concentration, re-
sulting in about 500 at. ppm for the fiber. The crystallinec
axis, defined by a seed crystal of known orientation, was
an angle ofu'70° with the fiber axis. By controlling the
growth rate, the fiber was given a uniform thickness of a
proximately 400mm. It was cut to a length of 9 mm, and th
end faces were polished to provide optical access.

As for the experiments on phonon avalanches, wh
were conducted in Utrecht, complete initial inversion of t
E(2E) doublet was prepared by selective pulsed optical
citation into its upper levelE1 by means of a pulsed dy
laser pumped with an excimer laser. The laser pulses
10-ns duration and 1-mJ energy at a repetition rate of 10
The laser beam was focused down to excite a cylinder
mm in diameter and coaxial with the fiber axis. The Zeem
splitting of theE(2E) doublet equaledd51.56 cm21 in a
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magnetic field H'4 T parallel to the fiber. Therma
phonons, which would induce undesired relaxation by O
bach and Raman processes,3 were removed by immersion in
superfluid helium at 2 K. Under these conditions the dir
spin-lattice relaxation timeT1 is 590ms.4

The avalanches were observed via the associated ris
the E2 population. To measure this rise as a function of t
time, the Zeeman-splitR1 luminescence emanating from th
excited zone was collected at right angles to the fiber ove
length of about 4 mm, and analyzed by a double monoch
mator followed by standard photon counting and multicha
nel scaling techniques. The temporal resolution was 0.1ms.

The data are presented in Fig. 1. For a series of ini
inversions, the fraction of the initial population that has co
pleted the transition toE2 is plotted as a function of the time
following the laser pulse. We first note that phonon av
lanches only develop if the initial inversion exceeds a thre
old. Above the threshold, where stimulated emission co
pensates for the loss, the phonon occupation number gr
exponentially, until the inversion becomes depleted and
net gain rapidly decreases. Finally, when the gain no lon
compensates for the loss, the avalanche ceases, the ph
occupation number drops to its minute thermal value, a
further growth of theE2 population takes place at a ra
given byT1. In Fig. 1, the succession of the various stages
the development of the avalanche is most clearly discer
for moderate inversions.

The physics underlying the development of an avalan
of phonons resonant with theE(2E) doublet has been con
sidered in substantial detail for the case of narrow penci
light in a ruby crystal of macroscopic size.1,5 In this case, the
emitted phonons become off resonant with theE(2E) system
after traveling over distances of order 0.5 mm because
level splitting is inhomogeneous and because the prefe
direction of travel is noncollinear with the excited zon
High spatial directionality nevertheless results, as the a
lanche grows exponentially with the distance. Seco
phonons which return to their native place after being
flected by the crystalline faces once again take part in
process of stimulated emission. In the experiments of Re
2306 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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56 2307BRIEF REPORTS
the cavity formed by the end faces combined with an ac
zone of limited size showed up in a recurrent growth of
E2 population with a period equal to the round trip time
way of the end faces.

The geometry of a fiber, by contrast, precludes the form
tion of a cavity. Reflecting from the outer wall, phono
propagating at a wide spread of angles return to the ac
zone. This confinement of the phonons to the active med
is quite effective, as both specular and diffusive reflect
contribute. Another distinction from a bulk ruby crystal
the time scale on which the phonons return, which is of
order of 50 ns instead of several microseconds in the cas
a cavity 10 mm long. Indeed, the avalanche develops stra
on to the point of depletion of the inversion on a time sc
five times faster than in the bulk under otherwise simi
conditions. In the position-dependent formalism of Ref.
this corresponds to integration over small distances of tra
and the absence of second and further passages.

Under the conditions prevailing in the fiber, therefore, t
formalism of Ref. 1 returns to a position-independent se
rate equations for the phonon occupation numberp of the
resonant modes and the population densitiesN1 andN2 of
the E(2E) levels. That is,

dp

dt
5

~p11!N12pN2

rDnT1
2

p2p0

t1
2

p2

t2
, ~1!

FIG. 1. The growth of theE2 population, as derived from the
luminesent intensities, for various initial inversions. The full curv
are fits of Eqs.~1!–~3!. The labels, proportional to the laser powe
denote the initial inversionN1(t50) in units 1017 cm23.
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dN1

dt
52

~«p11!N12«pN2

T1
2

N1

tR
, ~2!

dN2

dt
5

~«p11!N12«pN2

T1
2

N2

tR
. ~3!

Here, the terms containing the direct spin-lattice relaxat
time T1 describe the one-phonon processes invoking the a
lanche. The quantityr denotes the density of phonon stat
per unit of frequency at the relevant energy, andDn is the
linewidth of theE(2E) transition. Accordingly,rDn is the
density of resonant phonon modes, which enters Eq.~1! be-
cause of the wayT1 is defined. In the Debye approximation
r54pn2/v3 per acoustic branch, withv the sound velocity.
Upon noting that the avalanches are predominantly driven
the two transverse phonon branches (v56.43105 cm/s!, we
have r52.13105 cm23 Hz21 for d51.56 cm21. From
frequency-line narrowing~FLN! experiments in bulk ruby,6

we find Dn595610 MHz for H'4 T and u'70°. The
parameter« is the fraction of resonant phonon modes th
contribute to the avalanche from geometrical consideratio
As pointed out,« is of order unity for a fiber, as compared t
1022 at most for the highly directional avalanche in bu
ruby. Phonon loss is included by linear and quadratic l
terms with time constantst1 andt2, respectively. The linear
term, with p0'0.3 the thermal phonon occupation numb
is assumed to include all losses, notably failure to ret
from the fiber boundaries, but with the exception of anh
monic upconversion. The latter mechanism, represented
quadratic loss term, is absent at ‘‘normal’’ phonon occup
tions, but presumably becomes operative at thep reached in
the avalanche.1,5 The E(2E) population finally returns to the
4A2 ground state with the radiative decay timetR'4 ms.

To fit the model to the experimental data in Fig. 1, w
first solve the rate equations~1!–~3! numerically to derive
N2 /N1(0) as a function of the time for a series of initia
inversions N1(0) covering the data. Next, these theo
etical traces are simultaneously adjusted to all data in Fi
by the use of interpolation and least-squares routines.
adjustable parameters thus are the ratio of the ini
inversion over the laser powerN1(0)/P, the fraction«, and
the time constantst1 and t2. The initial phonon occupa-
tion number p(0) was set equal to the thermal valu
p0, where we note that changingp(0) by 50% only insig-
nificantly affects the fitted parameters. The results
N1(0)/P5~6.760.7!31018 cm23/mJ, «50.860.3, t1568
67 ns, andt254568 ms. The time traces recalculated b
inserting the fitted parameters into Eqs.~1!–~3! are entered
in Fig. 1 as the full curves, and seen to track the data
equately. The fitting also yielded thatp rises to a maximum
of 23103 at the highest laser power, the maximum bei
reached at 200 ns after the inverting laser pulse.

Substantial confirmation for the use of the positio
independent equations~1!–~3! is gained from the fitted pa
rameter values. The result for« indeed is in conformity with
the anticipated wide spread in travel directions. The fit
value forN1(0)/P is quite reasonable in view of the size o
the focus and the absorption of laser light by 500 at. p
ruby. Because a small orientational spread of thec axis
would result in a substantially largerDn,6 this also indicates
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that the fiber is of a good crystalline quality. The linear ph
non lifetimet1 found compares with the round trip time fo
ballistic travel to the fiber boundary in combination wi
moderate surface reflectivity. Averaging over all directio
and positions, we have

t1;2
pd

2v lnR
, ~4!

with R the reflection coefficient, either specular or diffusiv
d the diameter of the fiber, andv the phonon velocity.
Within the uncertainties, this yieldsR50.360.1 to corre-
spond with the fittedt1.

In summary, stimulated emission of resonant phonons
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been observed in a thin fiber of dilute ruby. The geometry
such that the generated phonons are essentially confine
an extended active zone, which spoils the formation of
acoustical cavity and the inherent high directionality o
served in bulk ruby, but at the same time makes stimula
emission exceedingly efficient.
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